Model 2

This is a model that breaks down the requirements of 2042 according to categories and considers the implications of the new NCATE report. The NCATE report has been adopted by California.

Language and Literacy [Standard 7-A] -> 4 (Instruction) + 2 (Clinical, Standard 7, NCATE -> CAT/ISA)

How the hours will be used, what will be taught, when, etc., will be determined by the area group.

Math [Standard 8Aa] -> 2 (Instruction) + 1 (Clinical, Standard 7, NCATE -> CAT/ISA)

How the hours will be used, what will be taught, when, etc., will be determined by the area group.

Science [Standard 8Ab] -> 2 (Instruction) + 1 (Clinical, Standard 7, NCATE -> CAT)

How the hours will be used, what will be taught, when, etc., will be determined by the area group.

History/Social Science [Standard 8Ac] -> 2 (Instruction) + 1 (Clinical, Standard 7, NCATE -> CAT)

How the hours will be used, what will be taught, when, etc., will be determined by the area group.

Foundational Educational Ideas and Research [Standards 3 & 5] -> 4 (Instruction)+ 2 (Clinical, Standard 7, NCATE; CAT) -> how to break the hours up, what to teach, when, etc., to be determined by the area group

How the hours will be used, what will be taught, when, etc., will be determined by the area group.

VAPA [Standard 8Ad] -> 1 (Clinical, Standard 7) - can stand alone or be integrated with a content area

How the hour will be used, what will be done, when, etc., will be determined by the area group.
Pedagogy and Reflective Practice -> 4 Instruction) + 2  
(Clinical, Standard 7, NCATE -> CAT)

Preparation to Teach ELs in high need schools [Standard 12], Preparation to Teach Special Populations in high need schools [Standard 13], Creating and Maintaining Well Managed Classrooms in high need schools [Standard 6], Equity, Diversity and Access to the Curriculum for All Children [Standard 9]

How the hours will be used, what will be taught, when, etc., will be determined by the area group

Student Teaching 1[Standard 14] -> 2 (Clinical)
Student Teaching 2[Standard 14] -> 4 (Clinical)
Support for TPA [Standards 9,16,17,18] -> 2 (Instruction)

= 36

Prereqs: Technology, EDBM 170, EDS 100 A/B, HLSC 136, KINS 172